TSI Seats to feature in Airbus BFE catalog
By Rick Lundstrom on November, 22 2019 | Seating

Turkish Airlines is a key TSI customer, and has placed an order for 160 shipsets
With an agreement signed on November 20, TSI Seats, will be featured in Airbus’ Buyer Furnished
Equipment (BFE) catalog starting in the ﬁrst quarter of 2020.
The catalog oﬀers seating choices to Airbus customers and will add to the success story of TSI Seats
by putting the company in the spotlight for airlines all around the world.
TSI has been working with the airframer since 2015. TSI Seats Economy Class Skysofa and Epianka
products will be featured in the potential future products section of Airbus BFE catalog for the A350
XWB, A330 and A320 aircraft families. Additional seats like the Elesa S model and Royalux, TSI’s ﬁrst
Business Class product, will also be added into potential future products section of the catalog after
certiﬁcation phase is completed.
“We are pleased that we will be placed in Airbus BFE Catalogue. This latest accomplishment shows
how hard we have worked to grow TSI Seats by investing in our employees, supporting infrastructure
and innovation,” TSI Seats General Manager Suat Sağıroğlu said, at an event markting the listing.
“Being featured in the Airbus catalog will enlarge our reach and accessibility to world’s leading
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airlines and ensure our growth in the market”
Established in 2011 to design, manufacture, modify and merchandise aircraft seats and its spare
parts TSI Seats continues its operations, for multiple aircraft types, in production facilities based in
Istanbul, Turkey, and Utah, United States, with full design, engineering, manufacturing and R&D
capabilities. TSI Seats have already delivered more than 120 shipsets and will be delivering more than
160 shipsets to its biggest customer Turkish Airlines.
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